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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek. 
 
Alright.  Well let’s see here. We have an interesting sort of what I call rapid flux. A rapid fluctuation 
in the energies and I could describe it almost like if you were shaking out a dusty rug, you know, 
or a sheet or something and you’ve got the waves in it and you’re shaking it vigorously to get all 
the dust out. That is essentially what is going on right now.  
 
So we do have some nice energies this week. The Moon in healing Scorpio as I call it on June 26 
and then we get into some interesting trines and some nice kind of love energy and a lot of other 
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things so all in all it’s a pretty good week and then the Full Moon on July 1 and the beginning of the 
holiday weekend in the USA.  
 
But still with that, there is going to be this sort of shaking things out, or shaking things down or 
rattling unstable structures until they crumble kind of feeling so voluntarily dismantle anything you 
know is crumbling in your life and reconstruct something more stable or somehow move in a 
direction that will be steady and stable for you.   
 
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you. 
 
 
 
Djwhal Khul 
 
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon 
www.TerriNewlon.com  
 
(Spirituality Article, Transcribed by Micheline Ralet) 
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